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Katey Hoffman (L) and Duval Lang star in the play entitled "You Will Remember Me" at Alberta Theatre Projects in
downtown Calgary, Alta. on Wednesday March 5, 2014. This is part of the Enbridge playRites festival of new
Canadian Plays and runs March 5 to April 6, 2014. Stuart Dryden/Calgary Sun/QMI Agency

The 28th edition of Alberta Theatre Projects playRites Festival of New Canadian Plays is the last at least in this festival

style incarnation.

ATP promises that, through its partnership with Enbridge, the both companies will keep producing at least two new

Canadian plays in each season.

The Enbridge playRites Festival could not ask for a more fitting send off than Francois Archambault's shimmering personal

drama You Will Remember Me.

ATP's production is the world premiere of the English version as translated by ARchambault's long-time collaborator

Bobby Theodore.

It is a beautiful, heart wrenching story told with as much compassion as insight and it is, in every sense of the word, a

memory play.

Edouard, just in his 60s, is a well-known Quebec professor, lecturer and historian who is stricken with dementia.

Edouard (Duval Lang) can remember the dates and details of milestones in human history particularly the wars. The

problem is he can't remember what he had for breakfast or even if he had breakfast.

The genius in Archambault's creation of Edouard is that he doesn't make him a saintly doddery old man.

This is a man with serious flaws who was likely beloved best by those who knew him least.

He's sanctimonious, egotistical, snobbish, elitist and a womanizer infamous for seducing his female students.

He jokes about losing his short term memory as he attempts to regale anyone who'll listen with his almost eidetic long term

memory.

You will remember You Will Remember Me
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None of this is a joke to his long-suffering wife Madeleine (Maureen Thomas) who is preparing to abandon her husband at

their daughter's home just as he had abandoned her emotionally years earlier.

Their daughter Isabelle (Kate Newby) is a frenzied workaholic pouncing gladly from one assignment to another so she only

has to deal with family and friends peripherally and that includes her new boyfriend Patrick (Geoffrey Pounsett) who's sort

of on a sabbatical from work allowing Isabelle to support him as long as he can have an occasional night out to play poker

with his buddies.

Edouard suddenly becomes the biggest hornet in this simmering hornet's nest.

It is at this point that Archambault introduces Patrick's angry teenage daughter Berenice (Katey Hoffman) and plays the

real cards in his winning hand.

You Will Remember Me is the story of two individuals from distant warring generations who will find salvation in each

other.

Why Berenice's arrival is so important to Edouard is the mystery at the centre of this powerful family drama and a nice

shocker at that.

It is also through Berenice that Archambault is able to touch on current problems facing Quebec and to give us a final scene

that has the potential to rip at one's heart. It certainly did mine.

You Will Remember Me is beautifully and respectfully directed by Vanessa Porteous who finds and exposes the play's

heartbeat without ever being intrusive to its soul.

She lets the story tell itself and she refuses to rush the storytelling which is why the production has such a lingering

emotional impact.

Scott Reid's set and lighting designs are superbly complemented by Corwin Ferguson's projections. This is one time that

the images on the screens at the back of the stage are absolutely essential. I cannot conceive of this play working as well

without them.

The cast is wonderful.

Newby is all brittle and defensive because Isabelle believes she has been betrayed and abandoned too many times but

Newby also shows us glimpses of what Isabelle was like before she cemented the emotional walls that isolate and protect

her.

Pounsett makes Patrick one of those teddy bear men whose charm is meant to carry him through any situation without

really demanding too much effort, depth or sincerity but he too gives glimpses of Patrick's humanity especially in the

rather unique way he deals with Edouard.

Though she maintains a steely exterior Thomas shows us just how agonizing it is for Madeleine to leave her husband in this

ravaged state.

In a totally fearless move, Thomas and Archambault have created a character we see too rarely because Madeleine is a

woman in her 60s who still has deep sexual and emotional needs and audiences may find her as difficult to forgive as her

daughter does.

Lang is remarkable.

There's not a false move in his performance from Edouard's bombast to the man's bouts of panic but what moved me the

most were those moments when Edouard is just staring off into space.

You look at Lang's face and you wonder what Edouard is remembering that has him so entranced and then you fear he

may just be lost in some kind of horrible foggy daze. It's all there in Lang's eyes.

As brilliant and compelling as Lang is those important revealing scenes with Berenice could not work without a young

actress able and talented enough to challenge Lang and Hoffman certainly does.



The final scene is as gripping as it is thought provoking and, just because we don't live in Quebec where laws concerning

assisted suicide are up for debate, does not mean it does not carry as devastating a wallop for us as it certainly must in La

Belle Province.

You Will Remember Me is running in repertoire with Legend Has It, Games and Same Same But Different until April 6.

Check atplive.com for exact dates for each play.
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Martha Cohen Theatre until April 6

 

***** (out of five)
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